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METHOD FOR CONTROLLING A BUS TO 
PROGRESS TRANSFERCYCLES WITHOUT 

INSERTING A CYCLE FOR ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 The present invention relates to information pro 
cessing Systems. Such as personal computers and WorkSta 
tions. More particularly, it relates to techniques for control 
ling the bus of an information processing System. 
0003 2. Description of the Related Art 
0004. In an information processing system, a plurality of 
modules connected to a buS transfer data in Synchronism 
with a common clock. A technique for controlling the 
Synchronous bus is known from, for example, the official 
gazette of Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. 
11872/1986. 

0005 Such a prior-art control of the synchronous bus will 
be explained. 
0006 FIG. 16 of the accompanying drawings illustrates 
the timings of data transfer on the bus according to the 
Synchronous bus controlling technique in the prior art. 
0007 Referring to the figure, symbol CLK denotes a 
Synchronous clock for data transfer, which is common to all 
modules connected to a bus. Symbol A/D denotes an address 
and data which are multiplexed together. An address valid 
Signal ADRV indicates that the address of the signal A/D is 
valid. A signal WRITE Serves to designate a write access, 
and it also indicates that the data of the Signal A/D is valid. 
In addition, a wait signal WAIT serves to notify a master side 
of the fact that a buffer on a Slave Side is not in a status 
capable of accepting the data. 
0008. In a case where one of the modules is to access 
another for a write operation by the use of the bus configured 
of Such signal lines, the bus master first asserts the address 
valid signal ADRV indicating the validity of the address on 
the line A/D, and it simultaneously delivers the address of 
the access destination to the line A/D. 

0009. On the other hand, the slave module senses that the 
write acceSS is directed toward itself, on the basis of the 
decoded result of the address and the designation Signal 
WRITE for the write access. In a case where the slave 
module is ready for accepting the data, it accepts the valid 
data on the line A/D at the timing of the Synchronous clock 
CLK. In contrast, in a case where the slave module is not 
ready for accepting the data, it requests the prolongation of 
a data cycle by the use of the wait signal WAIT which 
notifies the master Side that it is incapable of accepting the 
data. 

0010. In a case where the wait signal WAIT is asserted, 
the master module prolongs the data cycle during the 
assertion. When the Slave module is ready to accept the data, 
it accepts the valid data on the line A/D at the timing of the 
Synchronous clock CLK, and it negates the wait Signal 
WAIT. Upon the negation of the wait signal WAIT, the 
master module finishes the data cycle and ends the access. 
0011. In this manner, according to the prior-art technique 
for controlling the Synchronous bus, the master module 
transferS the data to the Slave module, and during the report 
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to each other whether or not the data transfer is possible, 
using the wait signal WAIT in handshake fashion. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0012. With the prior-art technique as stated above, in 
transferring the data, a wait cycle is inserted in advance of 
the data transfer. Therefore, an overhead arises in correspon 
dence with the wait cycle, to incur problems that the data 
transfer rate is lowered and that the utilization factor of the 
buS is lowered due to an increased bus occupation time 
period. 
0013. It is accordingly an object of the present invention 
to provide a bus control method in which the utilization 
factor of a bus can be enhanced by reducing the overhead of 
data transfer. 

0014. In order to accomplish the object, the present 
invention proposes by way of example a bus control method 
in an information processing System having a bus, and a 
plurality of modules connected to the bus, wherein a master 
which is the module having acquired mastership of the bus 
controls the bus and transfers an address and data to a slave 
which is the module being a transfer destination, in Syn 
chronism with cycles of a clock which is common to all the 
modules, comprising the Step of allowing a specified one of 
the modules to acquire the bus mastership and So become 
master module; the Step of allowing the master, having 
acquired the bus mastership, to execute a transfer cycle for 
transferring either of the address or the data to the Slave, and 
to thereafter release the bus mastership; the step of allowing 
the module having received either of the transferred address 
and data as Slave, to Send all the other modules an acknowl 
edge report indicating receipt of either of the address or the 
data, a predetermined number of cycles after the transfer 
cycle in which either the address or the data is transferred; 
and the Step of allowing the module which executed the 
transfer as the master the predetermined number of cycles 
before the cycle in which the acknowledge report is sent, to 
Verify Success of the transfer in accordance with the Sent 
acknowledge report. 
0015 According to the bus control method of the present 
invention, when the master has acquired the mastership of 
the bus, it executes the transfer cycle for transferring the 
address and the data to the Slave, without checking the Status 
of the Slave, and it releases the bus mastership without 
verifying the success or failure of the transfer. On the other 
hand, the module having received the transferred address 
and data as the Slave sends all the other modules the 
acknowledge report indicative of the receipt for each trans 
fer cycle concerning the received address or data, the 
predetermined number of cycles after the corresponding 
transfer cycle. The module having executed the transfer as 
the master the predetermined number of cycles before the 
cycle in which the acknowledge report has been sent, 
Verifies the Success or failure of the transfer in the executed 
transfer cycle in accordance with the Sent acknowledge 
report. Only when the transfer is not Successful, is a coun 
termeasure taken. 

0016. Accordingly, the transfer to the slave which is 
ready to accept this transfer from the master can be realized 
by only the cycle in which the address or data is actually 
transferred. Thus, the utilization factor of the bus can be 
enhanced. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0017 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrative of the archi 
tecture of an information processing System according to an 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0.018 FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing the construction 
of a System bus interface device; 
0.019 FIG. 3 is a timing chart showing a sequence in the 
case where bus mastership requests for read accesses have 
contended; 
0020 FIG. 4 is a timing chart showing the start sequence 
of the read access; 
0021 FIG. 5 is a timing chart showing the response 
Sequence of the read access, 
0022 FIG. 6 is a timing chart showing the response 
Sequence of the read access based on burst transfer, 
0023 FIG. 7 is a timing chart showing the sequence of 
a write access, 
0024 FIG. 8 is a timing chart showing the sequence of 
the write access based on the burst transfer; 
0.025 FIG. 9 is a timing chart showing the retry sequence 
of the read access; 
0.026 FIG. 10 is a timing chart showing a sequence in the 
case where a transfer error has developed; 
0.027 FIG. 11 is a timing chart showing a sequence in a 
broadcast acceSS mode, 
0028 FIG. 12 is a timing chart showing a retry sequence 
in the broadcast access mode, 
0029 FIG. 13 is a flow chart showing steps which a 
master runs in the broadcast acceSS mode, 
0030 FIG. 14 is a timing chart showing a retry sequence 
in the case of Successive write accesses which are similar to 
the ordinary write accesses; 
0.031 FIG. 15 is a timing chart showing the sequence of 
the Successive write accesses, and 
0.032 FIG. 16 is a timing chart showing the sequence of 
a write access based on a bus controlling technique in the 
prior art. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

0033. Now, an embodiment of an information processing 
System according to the present invention will be described. 
0034 FIG. 1 illustrates the architecture of the informa 
tion processing System in this embodiment. 
0035. As shown in the figure, the information processing 
system in this embodiment comprises system buses 50-60, 
a plurality of modules #0-#7 (100-107) which are con 
nected to the system buses 50-60, a bus arbiter 108 which 
arbitrates a bus mastership among the modules 100-107, an 
I/O (input/output) bus 110 which is connected to the mod 
ules 100-107, and I/O devices 111 and 112 which are 
connected to the I/O bus 110. In some cases, only one I/O 
device is connected to the I/O bus 110. Besides, a processor 
bus to which a CPU (central processing unit) and a memory 
are connected is connected to at least one of the modules 
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100-107. Each of the modules 100-107 includes therein a 
System bus interface device, which mediates the data trans 
fer between the system buses 50-60 and the I/O bus 110 or 
the I/O device 111 or 112. 
0036) Numeral 61 in the figure denotes a bus mastership 
request signal (BREQ0) with which a request for the bus 
mastership is made to the bus arbiter 108 by the module #0 
(100), numeral 62 a bus use grant signal (BGRANTO) with 
which the bus arbiter 108 grants the module #0 (100) the use 
of the system buses 50-60, and numeral 63 a last cycle 
signal (LCO) with which the module #0 (100) notifies the bus 
arbiter 108 of the fact that the next cycle is the last cycle in 
the use of the system buses 50-60. Likewise, numeral 64 
denotes a bus mastership request Signal (BREQ1) directed 
from the module #1 (101) to the bus arbiter 108, numeral 65 
a bus use grant signal (BGRANT1) directed from the bus 
arbiter 108 to the module #1 (101), and numeral 66 a last 
cycle Signal (LC1) for reporting the last cycle from the 
module #1 (101) to the bus arbiter 108. Also, numeral 67 
denotes a bus mastership request signal (BREQ7) directed 
from the module #7 (107) to the bus arbiter 108, numeral 68 
a bus use grant signal (BGRANT7) directed from the bus 
arbiter 108 to the module #7 (107), and numeral 69 a last 
cycle Signal (LC7) for reporting the last cycle from the 
module #7 (107) to the bus arbiter 108. 
0037 Regarding the system buses, the system bus 50 
bears an address and data (A/D), and the system bus 51 bears 
a command Signal (CMD) for designating the type of access. 
The system bus 52 bears an address valid signal (ADRV) 
indicating that the address on the address and data bus A/D 
(50) is valid, while the system bus 53 bears a data valid 
signal (DATAV) indicating that the data on the bus A/D (50) 
is valid. The System buS 54 bears a transaction acknowledge 
signal (TACK) with which a slave side notifies a master side 
of the fact that the address or the data has been correctly 
received. The system bus 55 bears a retry request signal 
(RETRY) which is directed from the slave side to the master 
Side. The System buS 56 bears a Synchronous error Signal 
(SERR) being an error report signal which is Synchronous 
with a transaction from the Slave Side to the master Side, 
while the system bus 57 bears an asynchronous error signal 
(AERR) being an error report signal which is not synchro 
nous with the transaction. The system bus 58 bears a freeze 
signal (FRZ) which is output simultaneously with the syn 
chronous error signal SERR (56) or the asynchronous error 
signal AERR (57) so as to freeze any transaction other than 
a diagnostic transaction, while the system bus 59 bears a bus 
reset signal (BRST) which cancels the freeze signal after the 
information processing System has recovered from an error 
on the basis of the diagnostic transaction in the freeze 
operation. The System buS 60 bears a Synchronizing clock 
signal (CLK) which is supplied to all the modules 100-107 
in common. 

0038) Next, FIG. 2 illustrates the internal construction of 
the module which is connected to the I/O bus 110. 
0039 Referring to the figure, numeral 1 denotes the 
aforementioned System bus interface device which takes 
charge of bus controls, and which is connected between the 
system buses 50-60 and the I/O bus 110 so as to mediate the 
data transfer between the module and the I/O device 111 or 
112. 

0040. Numeral 2 represents a system bus control portion 
which is provided within the system bus interface device 1, 
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while numeral 3 represents a control portion which controls 
the I/O bus 110 connected to the system bus interface device 
1. Shown at numeral 4 is a conversion portion which 
matches the interfacing between the System bus control 
portion 2 and the I/O bus 110 or I/O control portion 3. The 
System bus control portion 2 includes a bus arbitration 
controller 5, an error controller 6, a system bus controller 7, 
a retry controller 8, and a buffer 9 for received data. Further, 
the control portion 2 includes a final stage buffer 16 for 
outputs, an initial Stage buffer 17 for inputs, an address 
output buffer 18, data buffers 19-22 for a burst write mode, 
an input address buffer 23, a buffer 24 for checking an input 
address and data, and an error checker 29 for detecting a 
transfer error in accordance with, e.g., the parity of the data. 
Numeral 25 denotes an arbitration control signal. The con 
version portion 4 includes an address converter 10, a data 
converter 11 and a protocol converter 12. The I/O control 
portion 3 includes an address I/O unit 13, a data I/O unit 14 
and an I/O (bus) controller 15. Numeral 26 denotes an 
address bus, numeral 27 a data bus, and numeral 28 a control 
Signal. 

0041 Incidentally, the module which is connected to the 
processor buS has a construction Similar to the above. 
0.042 Now, data transfer operations in such an informa 
tion processing System will be described. 
0.043 First, a read access operation will be explained. In 
this embodiment, the read access operation is realized by a 
Start Sequence in which a read requesting Side delivers an 
address to the System bus 50, and a response Sequence in 
which a requested side delivers data to the system bus 50 in 
response to the received address. Besides, in this embodi 
ment, the Start Sequence and the response Sequence realize 
the read access operation in terms of Split operations which 
are independent of each other. 

0044) In this embodiment, in a case where any of the 
modules 100-107 performs the read access operation, it 
initially requests the bus arbiter 108 to grant a bus master 
ship, by the use of the bus mastership request Signal 
(BREQ). At this time, it simultaneously produces the last 
cycle signal (LC), thereby giving the bus arbiter 108 the 
previous notice that the bus mastership will be released in 
one cycle. 
0.045. Subsequently, when the bus use grant signal 
(BGRANT) has been asserted, the address etc. are delivered 
to the system bus 50. Then, the use of the system buses is 
ended. 

0046 FIG. 3 illustrates a case where the modules #0 
(100) thru #3 (103) have asserted the bus mastership request 
Signals BREQ's for read accesses at the same time. 
0047 As shown in the figure, the bus mastership request 
signals BREQ0-BREQ3 of the respective modules #0 
(100)-#3 (103) are simultaneously asserted. Herein, priority 
levels for the bus use are assumed to be higher in the order 
of the module #0 (100), module #1 (101), module #2 (102) 
and module #3 (103). 
0.048 AS seen from the figure, bus masters in the third 
cycle, fourth cycle, fifth cycle and Sixth cycle changeover in 
the order of the module #0 (100), module #1 (101), module 
#2 (102) and module #3 (103). Although the bus masters 
change-Over every cycle, no idle cycle is inserted. 
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0049 FIG. 4 illustrates the sequence in which the read 
acceSS is started. 

0050. As seen from the figure, in this sequence, when the 
start module having asserted the signals BREQ and LC for 
the purpose of the read access, receives the bus use grant 
signal (BGRANT) from the bus arbiter 108, it asserts the 
address valid signal (ADRV) 52 indicating that the address 
on the address/data bus A/D is valid, and it delivers the 
address of an access destination to the address/data bus 
(A/D) 50. Simultaneously, it delivers the command signal to 
the bus (CMD) 51 to indicate that the type of access is a read 
access. Then, the Start Sequence is ended. Incidentally, the 
Start cycle of the read access is the fourth cycle in the figure. 

0051 Next, the response sequence is shown in FIG. 5. 

0052 The module having received the command and 
address of the read access acquires the bus mastership when 
it has prepared the response data. Thereafter, it asserts the 
data valid signal (DATAV) 53 indicating that the data on the 
address/data bus A/D is valid, and it delivers the response 
data to the address/data bus (A/D) 50. Simultaneously, it 
delivers the command signal to the bus (CMD) 51 to indicate 
that the type of acceSS is a read response access. The 
response cycle of the read access is the Seventh cycle in the 
figure. 

0053. By the way, the response sequence of a read access 
in a burst read mode is shown in FIG. 6. In the figure, the 
response cycles of the read access are the fifth-eighth 
cycles. 

0054 As described above, in this embodiment, a wait 
Signal or the like as in the prior art is not employed, and the 
buffer for received data (9 in FIG. 2) in each module is 
assumed to be capable of accepting data at any time. After 
having acquired the bus mastership, the module performs 
the transfer in one cycle per data item or per address, 
infallibly. Thus, a time period for the occupation of the bus 
A/D (the bus 50 for transferring the address and the data) is 
shortened, and the utilization factor of the bus A/D is 
enhanced. 

0055 Also in the sequence of a write access, as shown in 
FIG. 7, each of address transfer and data transfer can be 
ended in one cycle. A start cycle in which an address etc. is 
transferred or delivered to start the write access is the fourth 
cycle in the figure, while a response cycle in which data etc. 
are transferred or delivered is the fifth cycle. 

0056 Besides, in the sequence of a write access in a burst 
write mode, as shown in FIG. 8, the transfer can be 
performed in one cycle per data item or per address infal 
libly. In FIG. 8, a start cycle for transferring the address is 
the third cycle, and response cycles for transferring for data 
items in response to the Start cycle are the fourth-Seventh 
cycles. 

0057. As stated before, it is assumed that the received 
data buffer (9 in FIG. 2) of each module can accept data at 
any time, and the module having acquired the bus master 
ship executes the transfer in one cycle per data item or per 
address, infallibly. The storage capacity of the buffer, how 
ever, is actually limited. Accordingly, when write accesses 
have been performed in Succession, the buffer might over 
flow and fail to accept the data. 
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0.058. In order to avoid such a situation, this embodiment 
is provided with the transaction acknowledge signal (TACK) 
54 with which the slave side notifies the master side of the 
fact that the address or data has been correctly received, the 
retry request signal (RETRY) 55 with which the slave side 
requests the master Side to Send the address or data again, 
and the synchronous error signal (SERR) 56 with which the 
Slave side reports the occurrence of an error to the master 
Side in Synchronism with a transaction. In addition, these 
signals are delivered by the slave side infallibly two cycles 
after the transfer cycle of the master Side. Thus, the master 
Side can recognize whether or not the transaction directed 
therefrom has Succeeded. 

0059 Besides, each module can discriminate whether or 
not its buffer will overflow due to the transaction, when 
subjected to the start of this transaction. Therefore, the retry 
request signal (RETRY) 55 of the slave side module is 
asserted for only the head cycle of the transaction. By the 
way, in the burst write mode or the burst read mode, 
information on the quantity of burst transfer is contained in 
the command signal (CMD) 51 in the head cycle of the 
transaction. Also in this case, accordingly, each module can 
discriminate whether or not its buffer will overflow due to 
the transaction, when Subjected to the Start of this transac 
tion. 

0060 FIG. 9 illustrates an example of the sequence of a 
retry operation for the read access. 

0061. In the illustrated example, the slave asserts the 
signal (RETRY) 55 in the sixth cycle with respect to the first 
Start cycle (the fourth cycle), and the master responsively 
executes the Second Start cycle in the eleventh cycle, thereby 
Succeeding in the retry operation. 

0.062 Next, FIG. 10 illustrates an example of a sequence 
in the case where a transfer error has occurred. 

0.063. The illustrated example corresponds to the case 
where a parity error being the transfer error has taken place 
in the Second data transfer cycle (the Sixth cycle) of a burst 
write access. Herein, the Synchronous error signal (SERR) 
56 which is the error report signal synchronous with the 
transaction directed from the slave side to the master Side is 
delivered from the slave side (in the eighth cycle) two cycles 
after the cycle having undergone the parity error. Moreover, 
the slave side module freezes the bus (A/D) 50 with the 
freeze signal (FRZ) 58 at the same time as the delivery of the 
error report Signal. On the other hand, when the Synchronous 
error signal (SERR) 56 has been asserted, the master side 
Seeks the cycle of the error occurrence, the address of the 
error, etc. on the basis of the timing of the assertion of the 
synchronous error signal (SERR) 56, and stored information 
on the respective cycles executed in the past. It holds the 
Sought information as logging information. 
0064. Besides, when the synchronous error signal 
(SERR) 56 has been asserted, a predetermined device taking 
charge of an error recovery process, Such as the processor 
connected to any of the modules, eliminates the error (at any 
time between the ninth cycle and the eighteenth cycle) on the 
basis of the logging information, Such as the error occur 
rence cycle and the error address, held by the master side 
module. Thereafter, the freeze operation is canceled with the 
bus reset signal (BRST) 59, and the ordinary transaction is 
restarted (in or after the twenty-fourth cycle). 
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0065 Thus, in this embodiment, the master side receives 
the error report which is perfectly synchronous with the 
transaction. Therefore, it can log even the information 
indicating the cycle in which the error has developed, So that 
the Subsequent analysis of the error and recovery proceSS for 
the error can be facilitated. 

0066. There will now be explained a transaction of broad 
cast type in which data is simultaneously written into two or 
more of the modules (100-107 in FIG. 1) by the use of the 
system buses (50-60) having the protocol as stated above. 
0067. In the broadcast type transaction, the data must be 
Simultaneously written into the plurality of modules. It is 
accordingly apprehended that any of the plurality of mod 
ules will undergo the overflow of the buffer (9 in FIG.2) and 
will fail to have the data written thereinto. 

0068. This embodiment is therefore contrived so that, in 
the broadcast mode, the master may always wait for two 
cycles after the transfer cycle while keeping the bus mas 
tership, thereby checking if the retry request Signal 
(RETRY) 55 or the synchronous error report (SERR) 56 is 
asserted. 

0069. Here, it is possible that the transaction acknowl 
edge signal (TACK) 54, retry request signal (RETRY) 55 
and synchronous error report (SERR) 56 will be simulta 
neously asserted by a plurality of modules. These signals are 
therefore prepared as “wired OR' signals beforehand. Under 
this condition, when a retry request has been made, the 
master executes the same access cycle once more while 
keeping the bus mastership. On the other hand, each of the 
Slaves having received the transferred data is always caused 
to wait for two cycles after the data transfer cycle while 
holding the transferred data without initiating the process 
thereof, thereby checking if the retry request Signal 
(RETRY) 55 or the synchronous error report (SERR) 56 is 
asserted by any other slave. On condition that the retry 
request signal (RETRY) 55 or the synchronous error report 
(SERR) 56 has been asserted, each slave discards the 
received data. 

0070) Examples of sequences in the broadcast access 
operation are illustrated in FIGS. 11 and 12. 
0071. The example in FIG. 11 corresponds to a case 
where the data transfer has Succeeded with one broadcast 
access. On the other hand, the example in FIG. 12 corre 
sponds to a case where the data transfer has Succeeded with 
three broadcast accesses. 

0072. In the example shown in FIG. 11, the master issues 
the last cycle signal (LC) and releases the bus mastership on 
the grounds that, even when it has waited for two cycles after 
the transfer cycle while keeping the bus mastership, neither 
the retry request signal (RETRY) 55 nor the synchronous 
error report (SERR) 56 is asserted. 
0073. In contrast, in the example shown in FIG. 12, the 
retry request signals (RETRY) 55 are respectively asserted 
in the fifth and ninth cycles with respect to the broadcast 
accesses which the master has started in the third and 
Seventh cycles. The master Starts the retry operations in the 
Seventh and eleventh cycles in response to the respective 
asserted signals (RETRY). Regarding the second retry 
operation, the master Verifies that the retry request Signal 
(RETRY) 55 is not asserted in the thirteenth cycle, and that 
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the error report signal (SERR) 56 is not asserted in the 
fourteenth cycle being two cycles after the last transfer 
cycle, either. Then, the master issues the last cycle Signal 
(LC) and releases the bus mastership, thereby ending the 
transaction. 

0.074. Here, the steps which the master executes for the 
broadcast access will be explained with reference to FIG. 
13. AS indicated in the figure, the master Starts the broadcast 
access process at the Step 150 and thereafter executes the 
broadcast type write access toward all the modules except 
the master itself at the step 151. At the step 152, the master 
decides if the retry request is made for the step 151. Subject 
to the retry request, the routine returns to the Step 151, at 
which the broadcast type write access toward all the Slave 
modules is executed again. When it has been decided at the 
step 152 that the retry request is not made for the step 151, 
the master waits for two cycles at the step 153 so as to check 
if all the slaves have received data without any error. When 
the master has received the error report at the step 154, the 
routine branches to the step 155 for the error process, and 
when not, the routine is ended at the step 156. 
0075. By the way, in a case where the module which is 
Submitted to Successive write accesses is a bus converter for 
the protocol conversion between buses of different hierar 
chies, it verifies that the buffer thereof has accepted all data 
items up to the last cycle from one of the buses, whereupon 
it starts transfer to the other bus. 

0.076 Meanwhile, as stated before, the cycle in which the 
retry request is responsively received is two cycles after the 
start cycle. Therefore, in a case as shown in FIG. 14 where 
the same module performs write accesses (started in the 
third and fifth cycles) to a specified one of the other modules 
Successively, the Second write acceSS is performed consecu 
tive to the first write access by the master side even when the 
first write acceSS has not been accepted on account of the 
condition of the bus interface device (1 in FIG. 2) of the 
specified module, for example, the overflow of the buffer 
(9). On that occasion, only the Second write access might be 
accepted. In other words, the Sequence of the accesses is not 
always guaranteed. 

0077. In order to avoid the above drawback, this embodi 
ment is contrived as follows: In Such a case where the 
Successive write accesses are performed from the same 
module to the Specified module, the buS interface device to 
Start the Successive write accesses always waits for two 
cycles after the end of each write access So as to verify that 
a retry request is not received, and it thereafter Starts the next 
write access. 

0078 FIG. 15 illustrates an example of a sequence in the 
case where the Successive write accesses are performed from 
the same module to the Specified module. 
0079. In the illustrated example, after the master has 
ended the first write access in the fourth cycle, it verifies that 
the retry request signal (RETRY) is not asserted in the fifth 
cycle. Thereafter, it starts the Second acceSS in the Seventh 
cycle. 

0080. In this embodiment, each of the retry request, the 
transaction acknowledge and the error report is made two 
cycles after the transfer cycle. The reason therefor is that the 
error checker (29 in FIG. 2), etc. are not directly connected 
to the system buses (50-60 in FIG. 1) with the intention of 
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lightening the loads of the System buses to the utmost, 
thereby making it possible to increase the frequency of the 
Signal CLK which is the Synchronizing clock of the transfer. 
0081. As thus far described, according to the information 
processing System in this embodiment, the master module 
does not perform handshaking Such as a ready control for 
Verifying the propriety of the receipt of data by the Slave 
module, and the data transfer Source ends the transfer cycle 
without checking the acknowledge Signal of the Slave which 
is the transfer destination. It is therefore possible to enhance 
the utilization factor of the bus (A/D), and to raise the rate 
of access. 

0082 Moreover, regarding the error process, the error 
report is Sent in Synchronism with the cycle of the corre 
sponding transaction. Therefore, the master module having 
received the error report can log detailed information while 
tracing back to the cycle in which the error has occurred, and 
the recovery process after the error occurrence can be 
facilitated. 

0083. As set forth above, the present invention can pro 
vide a bus control method in which the utilization factor of 
a bus can be enhanced by reducing the overhead of data 
transfer. 

What is claimed is: 
1. In an information processing System having a bus, and 

a plurality of modules connected to the bus, a bus control 
method wherein a master which is the module having 
acquired a mastership of the bus controls the bus and 
transfers an address and data to a Slave which is the module 
being a transfer destination, in Synchronism with cycles of 
a clock which is common to all the modules, comprising: 

the Step of allowing a specified one of Said modules to 
acquire the bus mastership and So become Said master; 

the Step of allowing Said master having acquired Said bus 
mastership, to execute a transfer cycle for transferring 
either of the address or the data to Said Slave, and to 
thereafter release Said bus mastership; 

the Step of allowing Said module having received either of 
the transferred address or data as Said Slave, to Send all 
the other modules an acknowledge report for indicating 
receipt of either Said address or Said data, a predeter 
mined number of cycles after Said transfer cycle in 
which either Said address or Said data has been trans 
ferred; and 

the Step of allowing Said module having executed the 
transfer as Said master the predetermined number of 
cycles before the cycle in which Said acknowledge 
report has been sent, to Verify Success of Said transfer 
in Said transfer cycle having been executed Said pre 
determined number of cycles before the acknowledge 
report cycle, in accordance with the Sent acknowledge 
report. 

2. In an information processing System having a bus, and 
a plurality of modules connected to the bus, a bus control 
method wherein a master which is the module having 
acquired a mastership of the bus controls the bus and 
transfers an address and data to a Slave which is the module 
being a transfer destination, in Synchronism with cycles of 
a clock which is common to all the modules, comprising: 
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the Step of allowing a specified one of Said modules to 
acquire the bus mastership and thus become Said mas 
ter, 

the Step of allowing Said master having acquired Said bus 
mastership, to execute a transfer cycle for transferring 
either of the address or the data to Said Slave, and to 
thereafter release Said bus mastership; 

the Step of allowing Said module having failed to accept 
either said address or said data transferred in Said 
transfer cycle in Spite of being Said Slave in Said transfer 
cycle, to Send all the other modules a retry request for 
asking for re-execution of the transfer, a predetermined 
number of cycles after said transfer cycle in which the 
slave module has failed to accept either Said address or 
Said data; and 

the Step of allowing Said module having executed Said 
transfer as Said master Said predetermined number of 
cycles before the cycle in which said retry request has 
been sent, to retry Said transfer in Said transfer cycle 
having been executed Said predetermined number of 
cycles before the retry request cycle. 

3. In an information processing System having a bus, and 
a plurality of modules connected to the bus, a bus control 
method wherein a master which is the module having 
acquired a mastership of the bus controls the bus and 
transfers an address and data to a slave which is the module 
being a transfer destination, in Synchronism with cycles of 
a clock which is common to all the modules, comprising: 

the Step of allowing a specified one of Said modules to 
acquire the bus mastership and thus become Said mas 
ter, 

the Step of allowing Said master having acquired Said bus 
mastership, to execute a transfer cycle for transferring 
either of the address or the data to Said Slave, and to 
thereafter release Said bus mastership; 

the Step of allowing Said module having received either of 
the transferred address or data as Said Slave, to Send all 
the other modules an error report for indicating occur 
rence of a transfer error, a predetermined number of 
cycles after the cycle in which Said transfer error has 
occurred, in a case where Said transfer error is involved 
in either of the received address or data; and 

the Step of allowing Said module having executed the 
transfer as Said master the predetermined number of 
cycles before the cycle in which said error report has 
been sent, to recognize Said occurrence of Said transfer 
error in Said transfer cycle having been executed Said 
predetermined number of cycles before the error report 
cycle, in accordance with the Sent error report. 

4. A bus control method as defined in claim 2, wherein: 

Said Step of allowing Said module to Send Said retry 
request includes the Step of allowing Said module 
having been Said Slave in the Specified transfer cycle, to 
Send all Said other modules Said retry request in only 
the cycle which is a predetermined number of cycles 
after a head one of Successive transfer cycles, in a case 
where Said Slave module has failed to accept any of Said 
address and the data transferred in Said Successive 
transfer cycles executed by Said master, and 
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Said Step of allowing Said module to retry Said transfer 
includes the Step of allowing Said module having 
Successively executed Said transfer cycles as Said mas 
ter during Said predetermined number of cycles before 
Said cycle in which Said retry request has been Sent, to 
retry Said transfer cycles having been Successively 
executed before. 

5. A bus control method as defined in claim 3, further 
comprising: 

the Step of furnishing Said information processing System 
with error process means for executing an error recov 
ery proceSS which eliminates any error; 

the Step of allowing Said module having received either of 
Said transferred address or data as Said Slave, to Send all 
Said other modules a freeze Signal Simultaneously with 
Said error report, Said freeze Signal functioning to 
freeze any transaction on Said bus other than a diag 
nostic transaction; 

the Step of allowing Said module having executed Said 
transfer as Said master Said predetermined number of 
cycles before Said cycle in which Said error report has 
been sent, to obtain information on Said transfer cycle 
having undergone Said transfer errorand on Said trans 
ferred address in accordance with a Send timing of Said 
Sent error report, to hold the obtained information as 
logging information, and to command Said error pro 
cessing means to execute Said error recovery process, 
and 

the Step of allowing Said error processing means to Send 
all Said other modules a bus reset Signal after having 
eliminated Said error on the basis of Said logging 
information, Said bus reset Signal functioning to restart 
the ordinary transaction on Said bus. 

6. Abus control method as defined in claim 1, wherein in 
the case of transferring at least two of the addresses and the 
data items to Said Slave in Succession, Said master keeps said 
bus mastership for Said predetermined number of cycles 
after the execution of each of the transfer cycles until it 
Verifies said acknowledge report Sent for the corresponding 
transfer cycle by Said Slave, and it goes on the next transfer 
cycle after it has verified Said acknowledge report Sent for 
Said corresponding transfer cycle by Said slave. 

7. Abus control method as defined in claim 2, wherein in 
the case of transferring at least two of the addresses and the 
data items to Said Slave in Succession, Said master keeps said 
bus mastership for Said predetermined number of cycles 
after the execution of each of the transfer cycles until it 
checks for presence of Said retry request Sent for the corre 
sponding transfer cycle by Said Slave; and in the presence of 
Said retry request, Said master re-executes Said transfer 
executed in Said corresponding transfer cycle, in preference 
to the execution of the next transfer cycle. 

8. Abus control method as defined in claim 3, wherein in 
the case of transferring at least two of the addresses and the 
data items to Said Slave in Succession, Said master keeps said 
bus mastership for Said predetermined number of cycles 
after the execution of each of the transfer cycles until it 
checks for presence of Said error report Sent for the corre 
sponding transfer cycle by Said slave, and it goes on the next 
transfer cycle after it has verified absence of Said error 
report. 
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9. A bus control method as defined in claim 2, further therein; and a Sequence in which said module having 
comprising: executed a transfer cycle as Said master verifies Success 

of the transfer in Said transfer cycle having been 
executed, depending upon if Said acknowledge report 
has been received said predetermined number of cycles 
after Said transfer cycle. 

11. An information processing System as defined in claim 
10, wherein: 

the Step of allowing Said module having received either of 
the address or data involving a transfer error as Said 
slave, to Send all Said other modules an error report for 
indicating occurrence of Said transfer error, a predeter 
mined number of cycles after the cycle in which Said 
transfer error has occurred; 

the Step of allowing Said master to execute broadcast each of Said modules further comprises retry control 
transfer for Simultaneously writing data into at least means for sending all said other modules a retry request 
two of Said modules operating as a plurality of Slaves; for asking for re-execution of the transfer, a predeter 
and mined number of cycles after the Specified transfer 

cycle having failed to be accepted, in a case where Said 
the Step of allowing Said master having executed Said module has failed to accept Said either of Said address 

broadcast transfer, to keep Said bus mastership for Said or said data transferred thereto in Said specified transfer 
predetermined number of cycles until it checks for cycle; and 
presence of at least either of an error report or said retry 
request Sent by any of Said slaves in the cycle being Said said bus control means further controls a sequence in 
predetermined number of cycles after the transfer cycle which Said module having executed a transfer cycle as 
in which Said broadcast transfer has been executed, to Said master retries Said transfer in the executed transfer 
retry Said broadcast transfer corresponding to Said retry cycle, in a case where Said module has received Said 
request in the presence of Said retry request Sent by any retry request Said predetermined number of cycles after 
of Said slaves in Said cycle being Said predetermined Said executed transfer cycle. 
number of cycles after the broadcast transfer cycle, and 12. An information processing System as defined in claim 
to execute a predetermined error recovery proceSS in 10, wherein: 
the presence of Said error report Similarly Sent by any Said System comprises error processing means for execut of Said Slaves; ing an error recovery process which eliminates any 

wherein each of said slaves holds the transferred data for error, 
Said predetermined number of cycles after having 
accepted Said transfer of Said data from said master, 
until it checks the presence of Said at least either of Said 
retry request or Said error report Sent by any other Slave 
as to Said transfer cycle in which said transfer has been 
accepted; and it discards the held data in the presence 
of Said at least either of Said retry request or Said error 
report Sent by any other slave Said predetermined 
number of cycles after Said transfer cycle in which Said 
transfer has been accepted. 

each of said modules further comprises an error checker 
which checks for presence of a transfer error in either 
of the received address or data, when said module has 
received either of the transferred address or data as Said 
slave; and error control means for Sending all Said other 
modules an error report for indicating occurrence of 
Said transfer error, a predetermined number of cycles 
after the cycle in which Said transfer error has occurred, 
in the presence of Said transfer error; 

10. An information processing System having a bus, a Said bus control means further controls a Sequence in 
plurality of modules connected to the bus, and a bus arbiter which, in a case where Said module having executed a 
for arbitrating a mastership of the bus among the modules, transfer cycle as Said master has received said error 

report Said predetermined number of cycles after the each of Said modules comprising: 
executed transfer cycle, it obtains information on Said 

bus control means for controlling a sequence in which transfer cycle having undergone Said transfer error and 
Said module acquires the bus mastership; a Sequence in on said transferred address, it holds the obtained infor 
which, when Said module has acquired Said bus mas- mation as logging information, and it sends Said error 
tership, it executeS as a master a transfer cycle for processing means a request for executing Said error 
transferring either of an address or data to a Slave being recovery process, and 
the module of a transfer destination, and it thereafter 
releases Said bus mastership; a Sequence in which, Said error processing means having received Said request 
when said module has received either of the transferred for executing Said error recovery process eliminates 
address or data as Said Slave, it sends all the other Said error on the basis of Said logging information, and 
modules an acknowledge report for indicating receipt thereafter Sends all Said other modules a bus reset 
of Said either of Said address or Said data, a predeter- Signal for restarting an ordinary transaction on Said bus. 
mined number of cycles after Said transfer cycle having 
transferred Said either of Said address or Said data k . . . . 


